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The observed temperature-dependent hydrogen transfer rate constants for the H, D, and T isotopic species of
the porphin anion have been reproduced by two different quantum dynamical models. The approach is based
on the master equation for the system-state populations. The models involve adapted localization properties
and a simplified interaction with a quantum mechanical heat bath. A one-dimensional model describes a hin-
dered circular transfer motion of the hydrogen atom between its four stable sites in the plane of the porphin
ring framework. With five parameters that are common to the three isotopic species it yields agreement with
the observed data. One of the parameters, the height of the fourfold potential energy barrier, predicts an ac-
ceptable estimate for the in-plane N-H wagging frequency. Interactions of the transfer motion with individual
vibrations have been studied for a series of two-dimensional model systems. There the circular transfer mo-
tion is combined with ring framework modes having properties similar to those obtained for porphin by Li
and Zgierski [J. Phys. Chem.95, 4268 (1991)]. For vibrational modes near or above 960 cm–1, strong interac-
tions are found to be unlikely, as they would yield kinetic isotope effects and/or apparent activation energies
in disagreement with the experimental data. For low frequency modes of the ring framework, however, size-
able couplings with the transfer cannot be ruled out. An interaction of the type suggested by quantum chemi-
cal results reported by Vangberg and Ghosh [J. Phys. Chem. B.101, 1496 (1997)] has been included in a
two-dimensional model involving a rectangular displacement of the pyrrole rings. With low vibrational fre-
quency, a very large coupling strength, and a barrier close to the predicted one, this model has also been

found to be compatible with experiment.

1. Introduction

The transfer of hydrogen atoms between stable sites ex-
hibits, due to the small mass of the moving particles,
quantum behavior that still needs to be better understood.
It also plays a decisive role in biological systems and af-
fects, for instance, the selectivity of enzymatic reactions
[1, 2]. For both reasons, hydrogen transfer is intensively
studied [3–6] even in large molecular systems [5, 6].
These processes may occur on the whole time scale, from
keto-enol tautomerizations in electronically excited states
[7], resolved by pump-probe techniques in the femtose-
cond range [8–10], up to relaxation times in the order of
days, as observed by optical spectroscopy in free base
porphin at low temperature [11]. Substitution of hydrogen
by deuterium or tritium provides a crucial advantage to
such studies as it leads to the largest isotope effects
known in chemical kinetics. As a unique experimental
method, dynamic NMR spectroscopy covers a large time
range [12] and allows one to study reactions in thermal
equilibrium. Prototype reactions investigated by this meth-
od include the simultaneous transfer of two hydrogens in

the benzoic acid dimer [13] and the transfer of the two
hydrogens in porphin [14]. More recently, the successful
synthesis of the conjugate porphin mono-anion [15] and
its investigation by NMR [16] have provided experimen-
tal data for the interesting case of a single hydrogen atom
moving on a potential surface with four minima.

Quantum mechanical descriptions usually involve one
or two coordinates to describe the transfer motion and a
set of harmonic oscillators representing the environment
as a heat bath. The latter includes intramolecular vibra-
tions as well as the lattice modes in condensed phase.
Siebrand and coworkers [17–20] emphasize the interac-
tion of the transfer motion with the intramolecular vibra-
tional modes, as obtained from a quantum chemical po-
tential energy surface. Assuming level broadening as a
further effect of the environment or using a semiclassical
approximation, they calculate the transfer rate constant di-
rectly. With this method they have obtained agreement
with observations after adjustment of only few parame-
ters. Another approach is concerned with the dynamics of
the individual quantum states of the transfer system and
assumes a simplified interaction with a continuous set of
bath oscillators. Similar to relaxation theory in magnetic
resonance [21–23], this yields the master equation for the
reduced density matrix [24–28], which is usually re-
stricted to the populations contained in its diagonal part.
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Tunneling between the two lowest states of a double
minimum system has been described by the spin-boson
model in a number of investigationsreviewedby Leggett
et al. [29]. Treatments of this modelfor the caseof a heat
bath that includes a single oscillator that is strongly
coupled to the systemhave beenproposedby Heuerand
Haeberlen [13b] and by Suárez and Silbey [30]. Parris
and Silbey [31] have presented the first analytical study
on the activation of tunneling by vibrational excitation in
a one-dimensionaldouble minimum potential, described
by a multilevel system interacting with a bosonic heat
bath. A similar model, involving system coordinates for
both the transfermotion and for a promoting mode,has
beentreated [32] in an attempt to understandthe experi-
mental hydrogen transferdata of the benzoicacid dimer
[13a]. In this treatment, explicit two-dimensional sytem
wavefunctions have been obtained numerically [33] and
havebeenusedfor the evaluationof dynamicproperties.

In the presentwork, we areconcernedwith the transfer
of the single imino hydrogenin the porphin mono-anion.
The imino hydrogenatom in this systemis able to move
from one of the four nitrogen atoms to another in the
planeof the porphin ring framework, as shown in Fig. 1.
This transfermotion is hinderedby barriersin a potential
energy function expected to have fourfold periodicity.
Braun et al. [16] have found equivalenceof the four tau-
tomerswithin experimentalaccuracy, observed practically
the same kinetic behaviorin a solid phaseas in a liquid
solution, and determined the temperature-dependent hy-
drogen-transferrateconstants for the protonated (H), deut-
erated(D) and tritiated species(T). Their analysisof the
datain termsof the Arrheniuslaw hasyielded the activa-
tion energies Ea/hc0=1480, 3600, and 4600 cm–1 for the

H, D, andT species,respectively. Within the classicalpic-
ture underlying the Arrhenius law, it is impossible to re-
producethesevalues with an identical energy barrier for
all threespecies. The strong dependenceof the apparent
activation energies on the isotopic massis in fact due to
tunneling processes,as corroboratedin Ref. [16] by the
analysis in termsof the modified Bell model and by the
presentstudy. Using the approachof Ref. [32], we devel-
op a model containing a set of parameters that are the
samein all three isotopic species.Assuming planarity as
in the caseof porphin [34], the hydrogenatomis allowed
to move in the molecularplane betweenits four stable
sites.The general featuresof sucha system,and the con-
ditions for coherent andfor incoherenttransfer, havebeen
discussed in earlier work [35, 36]. In Sect.2, we outline
the method, referring to a one-dimensionalmodel which,
surprisingly, is already found to yield reasonable agree-
ment with experiment. Guided by the normal coordinate
work by Li andZgierski [37] on freebaseporphin, a vari-
ety of hypothetical interactionsbetweenthe transfermo-
tion and individual vibrationalmodesof the porphin ring
system are investigated in Sect.3. To assume a strong
coupling with a ring system mode at a frequency near
and above960cm–1 turns out to be unrealistic as it leads
to apparent activation energies and/or kinetic isotopeef-
fects that disagree with observations. On the other hand,
sizeableinteractionswith low frequencyvibrationsof the
ring framework cannotbe rule out. In particular, an inter-
actionof the type predictedby Vangberg and Ghosh[38]
is found to be compatible with the experimentaldata.

2. One-Dimensional Model

2.1 Cir cular Path of Motion

The simplest possible description of the transferof the
hydrogen atom within the plane of the porphin ring fra-
mework (seeFig. 1) is obtainedby fixing the distancer
of the moving particle from the centerof this framework
at its equilibrium value re=1.0Å, estimated from the
heavy atom structureof porphin [34] and from the N-H
bond length of pyrrole [39]. The azimuthalangle} then
remainsas the only variable, and the motion is described
by the Hamiltonian

Hy � ÿ h2

8p2mr2e

q2

qy2
� V�y� �1�

wherem is the mass of the hydrogenatom and V(}) the
potential energy function. On the assumption of a D4h

symmetric ring framework, V(}) is given asan evenfour-
fold periodic function

V�y� � B cos2 2y �2�

involving the barrier height B. The respective time-inde-
pendent Schrödingerequation is easilysolved numerically
[33]. The energy levelsbelow the barrieraredisplayed in
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Fig. 1
Theplanarstructureof theporphinanion,carryinga delocalizedneg-
ative charge, and polar coordinates(r,}) of the hydrogenatom (dot)
being transferredbetweenfour stablesites.A D4h-symmetricrefer-
encestructureof the ring frameworkand equilibrium configurations
at re=1.0Å and}e=±458, ±1358 areassumed



Fig. 2. The whole set usedfor the dynamical calculations
includes energy levels above the barrier and is listed in
Table1 for eachisotopicspecies.Details on the pattern of
eigenstateshave been given in Ref. [35]. Tunnel quartets
of states with closely spaced levels at energies below the
barriercanbe labeledby the quantumnumber v =0,1,2,...
of the local vibration in the transferdirection, i.e. of the
in-plane N-H wagging mode. By a more general defini-
tion that also appliesto energy levels above the barrier,
v +1 is the number of the quartet to which a given energy
level belongs (seeTable1). The symmetrizedwavefunc-

tions are delocalizedand, within a given quartet, similar
in magnitudein eachof the four potentialwells.

2.2 Localized BasisStates

When adopting a semiclassical view, the interaction
with the environmentmay be seenas leading to fluctua-
tions in the depths of the potential energy minima of the
transfersystem. The four minima differ in energy at al-
mostany instant of time by amountsmuchlarger thanthe
tunnel interactionsin the lower vibrational states. In the
staticpictureof a snapshot the ‘stationary’ statesare then
localized in the minima. In a secondsnapshot the relative
energies of the minima may havechanged,possibly even
in sign, but the energies are very likely to differ again
from one minimum to another. Then the ‘stationary’
states are still the localized ones although their relative
energy hasfollowed the fluctuation of the minima. Hence
localization may be expected to survive the fluctuations
of the potential energy minima the longer, and to be the
morecomplete,the smaller the tunnelinteraction.

To treat the dynamics of the hydrogentransferby the
masterequationapproachoutlined below in Sect. 2.4, we
introduce basis stateswith adaptablelocalization. They
areobtained as linear combinations of wavefunctions that
belong to the samevibrational statev. For small tunnel
splittings the long-lived localized states are adequateas
basis states. At high vibrational excitation, however,
where the tunnel splittings increase dramatically and
approach the order of magnitude of vibrational spacings
(seeTable1), the delocalized eigenstateseventually sur-
vive the localized onesand should then be preferred as
basisstates for the high energy regime.A basis set that
exhibits thesepropertiesis shownin Fig. 2.

Its construction is heuristic and involves an artificially
modified energy matrix whose diagonalization yields the
transformation to the basis with adapted localization.The
modification of the energy matrix consistsof a further
contraction of those energy spacings that are already
small andof a coupling betweeneigenstates,which is de-
rived from a symmetry-breakingpotential energy term,

Va�y� � DVa�21=2 sin yÿ �1=2� sin 2y� : �3�

The procedurerefers to the calculated set of individual
energy levels Ei (i =1,2,...) ordered by increasing energy.
It is controlledby two parameters.One is the factor DVa

in Eq.(3), a relatively high thresholdto be comparedwith
largetunnelsplittings.Theotherparameter is a low thresh-
old DEc>0. It is usedto enhance the sensitivity to an off-
diagonal perturbation if an energy gap DEi =Ei–Ei–1≥0 is
below the threshold. The spacingDEi is multiplied by the
reduction factor DEi/(DEi+DEc) and will remain practi-
cally unchanged if DEi�DEc. But if it is a tunnel split-
ting near or below DEc, it will be reduced,possibly by
ordersof magnitude, to the limit DEi

2/DEc. To obtain the
transformation matrix, we first define a modified diagonal
matrix with contractedelements
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Fig. 2
One-dimensionalmodel for hydrogentransferin the porphin anion.
Potentialenergy function V(}) and energy levels below the barrier.
The set of energy levelsconsistsof quartetsassociatedwith a given
vibrationalstateof the in-planeN-H waggingvibration.Tunnelsplit-
tings becomevisible on the presentscalefor the fourth excitedvibra-
tional statenearthe potentialenergy barrier. The lowest and highest
levelsin eachquartetarenondegenerateandthe middle level is two-
fold degenerate.Diagonalizationof a modified Hamiltoniancontain-
ing an asymmetricperturbationyields the basisfunctionsw usedin
the masterequationtreatment.They are shown at arbitrary vertical
offsetsin order to display their localizationproperties.The localiza-
tion of thesefunctionsis almostcompletewithin quartetswith small
tunnel splittingsbut only partial within quartetswith large splittings
at highervibrationalquantumnumbersv. The full set of statesused
in the dynamicalcalculationscorrespondsto that given in Table1



E01 � E1 ;

E0i � E0iÿ1 � DE2
i =�DEi � DEc� �i > 1� : �4�

Then we add the matrix of the perturbation elements,
containing a factor that suppressesany coupling between
states belonging to differentquartets,which are separated
by large energy spacings.The elements of the modified
Hamiltonian matrix arethus

H 0ij � dij�E0i � hijVajii� � hijVajji 1

1� ��Ei ÿ Ej�=DVa�8
�5�

wherethe kets jii and jji refer to the original wavefunc-
tions w0

i and w0
j . We are interestedin the matrix U that

diagonalizesH'. It yields the basisfunctions wl=∑iw
0
i Uil

with controlled localization, shown in Fig. 2. We distin-
guish the new representationfrom the original one by
greekindices. Expressedin the new basis fjlig, the Ha-
miltonian given by Eqs.(1) and(2) is the sumof a diago-
nal part Hd and a nonvanishing off-diagonalpartDH that
contains the tunnelinteractions:

Hy � Hd � DH �6�

Hd �
X
l

Eljlihlj �7�

DH �
X
l0 6�l

DHl0ljl0ihlj : �8�

2.3 Interaction with the Environment

In condensedphase, the systemdescribed by the opera-
tor H}=Hd+DH interacts with an environment that is
thoughtto be a heatbath consistingof a set of harmonic
oscillators. The set includes the vibrationsof the ring fra-
mework of the particular anion, the intramolecular vibra-
tions of surrounding molecules, and the low frequency
lattice vibrations.The interactionis approximatedto first
order in eachbath oscillatorcoordinate.It is thereforere-
stricted to the in-planemodesof the ring framework and
other modesthat are parallel to the planeof the ring fra-
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Table1
Energy levelsa) of the hydrogentransfermotion in the porphin anion,as calculatedfor a one-dimensionalmodel for protonated(H), deuter-
ated(D), andtritiatedspecies(T)

Species v Ēv /hc0

[cm–1]
(Ev1–Ēv)/h
[MHz]

(Ev2–Ēv)/h
[MHz]

(Ev3–Ēm)/h
[MHz]

(Ev4–Ēv)/h
[MHz]

H 0 0b) –5 0 0 5
1 1113 –300 0 –0 300
2 2147 –7928 –3 –3 7934
3 3089 –117482 –655 –655 118791
4 3913 –967423 –43425 –43425 1054274
5 4591 –3780783 –528316 –528316 4837416
6 5247 –8593342 –855289 –855289 10303920
7 6073 –13182147 –462070 –462070 14106286

D 0 0b) 0 0 0 0
1 805 0 0 0 0
2 1572 –11 0 0 11
3 2298 –286 0 0 286
4 2979 –4812 –2 –2 4815
5 3607 –56163 –206 –206 56575
6 4170 –433574 –12132 –12132 457839
7 4645 –1862239 –204903 –204903 2272045
8 5070 –4568280 –546461 –546461 5661203
9 5567 –7630462 –354288 –354288 8339037

T 0 0b) 0 0 0 0
1 665 0 0 0 0
2 1305 0 0 0 0
3 1919 –2 0 0 2
4 2504 –50 0 0 50
5 3058 –826 0 0 826
6 3577 –10168 –8 –8 10185
7 4055 –92120 –665 –665 93451
8 4479 –562197 –24748 –24748 611692
9 4838 –1943734 –242436 –242436 2428607

10 5179 –4203864 –408768 –408768 5021399
11 5588 –6350379 –224657 –224657 6799693

a) Quartetsof statesareassociatedwith the quantumnumberv of the in-planeN-H waggingvibration.Ēv is the averagequartetenergy.
b) Relativeto the potentialenergy minima,the valuesare575 (H), 411 (D), and338cm–1 (T).



mework. We will denote the bath oscillatorsby their nor-
mal coordinatesQ but will usethe notationq for an indi-
vidual oscillator‘taken out’ of the heatbath. The in-plane
vibrations of the porphin anion may be expected to be
similar to those of free baseporphin which have been
investigatedby Li and Zgierski [37]. Using their normal
coordinates,it is possibleto extract the types of interac-
tion with the hydrogentransfermotion. For an individual
modeq that oscillatesat the frequency xq, the interaction
termmay be given in the general form fqf(})q wherefq is
the interaction force constantand the factor f(}) is a
‘system coordinate’ depending on the symmetry of the
modebeing described by q. Then the potentialenergy is,
at the point Q=0 for all bathoscillators,

V�y; q� � B cos2 2y� fqf�y�q� �x2
q=2�q2 : �9�

The arrangement of the four nitrogen atoms, which is
approximately a square at equilibrium, is deformed in
many of the normal coordinates.This deformation may
serveto determine the dependenceof the respective sys-
tem factor f on the transfercoordinate }. A number of
modesof species ag with respectto D2h symmetry, see
Ref. [37], involve a rhombic deformation, as shown in
Fig. 3a. By this deformation the equivalence of neighbor-
ing stablehydrogensites is lifted but it is preservedfor
sitesthat are opposite to eachother. According to Eq.(9)
this behavior is obtainedwith f(})=sin2}. At }=p/4 we
have f=1 and V(p/4,q)= fq q+(x2

q/2)q2. This function
reaches a minimum at qe=–fq/x

2
q, where it is lowered, re-

lative to the point q=0, by the “individual rearrangement
energy” DVRq=V(p/4,0)–V(p/4,qe) given by

DVRq � �1=2�f 2
q =x

2
q : �10�

This behavior is illustrated by the potential energy surface
V(},q) shownin Fig. 3a. Similarly, the rectangular defor-
mations, contained in b1g modes of porphin [37], are
found to be associated with the system factor f(})=
cos2}. In this casethe saddlepoints of the potential en-
ergy surface,ratherthanthe minima, areshiftedalongthe
q direction and are lowered, relative to the value at q=0,
by the sameamount DVRq, seeFig. 3b. If q describes a
trapezoidal deformation suchasthe oneshownin Fig. 3c,
its coupling to the transfer motion involves the factor
f(})=sin}. This causespairsof neighboring saddlepoints
to move in oppositedirections along q and to be lowered
by the amountDVRq relative to the value at q=0. The
minima are shifted towards the closestone of the dis-
placed saddlepoints and are lowered approximately by
the amount 2–1/2DVRq for DVRq�B. When rotating the
trapezoid shownin Fig. 3c clockwiseby p/2, it represents
a deformation due to anothercoordinatethat oscillates,in
the limit of a D4h symmetric framework, at the samefre-
quencyas the previous one. The new coordinate is asso-
ciatedwith f(})=cos} and forms a degeneratepair with
the one coupled by the factor f(})=sin}. In phaseand

out of phase combinations of the two describethe kite-
shaped deformations that appear as components of b2u

and b3u modes in porphin [37]. The in-plane modescan
beclassified by their transformationpropertieswith respect
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Fig. 3
Interactionof the hydrogentransfermotion (}) with individual in-
plane vibrational coordinates(q) of the ring framework in the por-
phin anion. The vibrational coordinatesare characterizedby distor-
tions of the arrangementof the four nitrogenatomsfrom a squareat
q=0 to quadrilateralsat q=0. With the dot indicatingthe positionof
the imino hydrogenatom, schematicconfigurationsare shown for
the potential energy minima (lower rows) and saddlepoints (upper
rows). The potentialenergy functionsV(},q) involve coupling terms
fqf(})q with force constantsfq leading to a common individual
rearrangementenergy DVRq/hc0=200cm–1. Contoursare shown at
V/hc0=100, 1100, 2100,...cm–1. The minimum energy paths(dashed
curves)correspondto the couplingfactorsf(}) and involve displace-
mentsof the potential minima (}e,qe) and/or saddlepoints (}{,q{)
along the q direction. (a) Rhombic distortions, f=sin2},
DVRq=V(}e,0)–V(}e,qe). (b) Rectangular distortions, f=cos2},
DVRq=V(}{,0)–V(}{,q{). (c) Trapezoidal distortions, f=sin},
DVRq=V(±p/2,0)–V(±p/2, q{). Similar to the latter case,a symmetri-
cally equivalent fourth potential energy surface is obtained with
f=cos}



to thegroupC4v. Thenthemodesqc andqs andtherespec-
tive systemcoupling factorscos} and sin} belongto the
species E. Similarly a modeqc2 and the associatedfactor
cos2} belongto the speciesB1 anda modeqs2 aswell as
the correspondingfactor sin2} belongto the speciesB2.

A similar structure as for the set of framework modes
is assumedfor the entire heatbathwhoseHamiltonian HQ

is thoughtto consist of many terms(1/2)[P2+x2Q2] refer-
ring to oscillations parallel to the plane of the ring sys-
tem. Its coupling with the transfer systemis containedin
the overall potentialenergy function and is approximated
to first order with respectto the bath coordinates and to
second order with respect to the hydrogen coordinates
x= r cos}, y= r sin}, which are restrictred, however, by
the condition that x2+y2 must remain constant. Nonzero
coupling terms must be totally symmetric with respectto
the group C4v, that is, they are again of the types
cos}Qc, i , sin}Qs,i , cos2}Qc2,i , sin2}Qs2,i and involve
symmetry-adapted linear combinations of bath oscillator
displacements.Within our simplified model of the heat
bath we assume symmetry-adaptedbath coordinatesQc, i ,
Qs,i , Qc2,i , and Qs2, i and neglect the coupling between
the differentspecies.This is a furtherapproximation since
a generalbathcoordinateis asymmetric. The total Hamil-
tonianis thengiven as

Htotal � HyIQ �HyQ � IyHQ �11�

where IQ and I} are the identity operatorsacting on the
spaceof bath statesand on the space of transfer-system
states, respectively, while HQ and H}Q refer to the four
subsets of symmetry-adapted bathoscillators,

HQ � HQc �HQs �HQc2 �HQs2 ; �12�

HyQ � cos y
X
i

fc;iQc;i � sin y
X
i

fs;iQs;i

� cos 2y
X
i

fc2;iQc2;i � sin 2y
X
i

fs2;iQs2;i : �13�

The effect of a given bathmodeon the transfermotion
depends on its frequency x, on the associated coupling
factor f(}), and on the magnitude of the coupling force
constant f that is related to the individual rearrangement
energy (1/2)f2/x2. Assuming a continuum of bathoscilla-
tors, we obtain a spectral distribution of individual rear-
rangement energies, involving the density of modesq(x).
Since littl e is known about this distribution, a model as-
sumption[32] is made,

�1=2�q�x��f �x�=x�2 � �23=2=p�DVRxp
x2

x4
p � x4

: �14�

The distribution containsthe parametersxp and DVR. It
hasa peakat the frequency xp, and its integral over the
range (0≤x≤?) equals DVR, the overall rearrangement
energy of the bath. We apply Eq. (14) with the samepa-

rameters to each of the four parts distinguished in
Eqs.(12) and(13).

2.4 Rate Processes

Thedynamicsof thetransfersystemis expected to corre-
spondto the incoherentlimit [35] andto bedescribable, in
an adequately localized basis, by a master equation re-
stricted to the populations. For the populations pl of the
states constructedin Sect. 2.2, this equationcanbe written
as

dpl0=dt �
X
l

Wl0l pl : �15�

It describesthe relaxationto thermalequilibrium in terms
of temperature-dependentprobabilities per unit time Wl'l

for the transitions l'/l, analogousto the rate constants
in a first order chemical kinetic system. In the present
form of the masterequation, the W-matrix must havethe
diagonal elements Wll=–∑l'=lWl'l, as required by the
massconservation law. The transitionprobabilitiesareob-
tained from a time-dependentsecond order perturbation
treatment as elaborated in Ref. [32] for a system with a
singlesystem-bath interactionfactor f. It usesa numerical
representationof the basis functions wl(}), the distribu-
tion function in Eq. (14), andthe valuesof the matrix ele-
mentsin Eqs.(7) and(8). Eachtransition probability con-
sists, in general, of both “tunneling” and “vibrational”
contributions,dependingon the elementsDHl'l and fl'l=
hl0jf�y�jli, respectively,

W tun
l0l / �DHl0l�2 �16�

and

Wvib
l0l /��cos y�l0l�2 � ��sin y�l0l�2 � ��cos 2y�l0l�2

� ��sin 2y�l0l�2 : �17�
For localized statesjl0i and jli, the total transitionprob-
ability

Wl0l �W tun
l0l �Wvib

l0l �18�

is dominated by Wl'l
tun if the two statesareassociatedwith

the samestate(v) of local vibration and by Wl'l
vib other-

wise. Details of the calculation for the presentcaseof
four different interaction factors f(}) are summarized in
the Appendix. With a known W-matrix, Eq.(15) can be
integrated to yield a detailed description of the population
transferamongthe systemstates,

pl0 �t� �
X
l

�eWt�l0l pl�0� ; �19�

that has been exploited, for instance,by Scheurer and
Saalfrank [40]. In the long run, the populations approach
the Boltzmannequilibrium, pl'(t??)=p0

l', for any set of
initial populationspl(0).
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In order to define the hydrogentransferrate constant,
we considerthe hydrogendelocalization asan overall pro-
cess monitored by the correlation decay of a localized
probingfunction,

Z�y� � �1ÿ 21=2�cos y� sin y� � sin 2y� ; �20�

using the methoddue to Look and Lowe [41] as applied
in Ref. [13a]. It is basedon the time-dependent expecta-
tion value hZit =∑l'Zl'l'pl'(t) where Zl'l'=hl0jZ�y�jl0i.
If only a single statel is populated initially, the expecta-
tion value at t=0 is hZi�l�0 =Zll and becomes hZi�l�t �
∑l'Zl'l'(e

Wt)l'l at t>0, according to Eq.(19). At thermal
equilibrium the chosen initial condition has a probability
given by the Boltzmann weight p0

l and hence contributes
the term hZi�l�t hZi�l�0 p0

l to the correlationfunction

CZZ�t� �
X
l0l

Zl0l0 �eWt�l0lZll p
0
l : �21�

Initially at CZZ(0)=∑l(Z
2)llp0

l, this function decays to
CZZ(?)=(∑lZllp0

l)
2. Its relaxation time is defined by

sc �
Z1
0

dt
CZZ�t� ÿ CZZ�1�
CZZ�0� ÿ CZZ�1� �22�

andyields the correlation decayrateconstantasour mea-
surefor the hydrogentransferrateconstant,

k � 1=sc : �23�

The numerical evaluation of Eqs.(19), (21) and (22) has
beendescribedearlier [13a].

2.5 Results

The one-dimensionalmodel described abovehas been
fitted to the observed data reportedby Braun et al. [16]
and hasyielded the results shown in Fig. 4. The standard
deviation of the natural logarithm of the rate constants is
r(ln k)=0.12 and corresponds to an approximateerror of
12% in k, probablynot muchlarger thanthe experimental
uncertainty. The model parametersaregiven in Table2.

The barrier obtainedfrom the fit, B/hc0=5220.7cm–1,
is the oneusedto calculatethe energy levelsgiven in Ta-
ble1 and corresponds to that shown in Fig. 2. It places
the fundamentalin-planeN-H and N-D wagging frequen-
cies at 1113 and 805cm–1, respectively (seeTable1). In
the porphin species with two imino H atoms,this motion
is contained [37] in modesat 1226 (b1g) and 1223cm–1

(b2u), shifted upwards by interaction with framework
deformations that dominate the modes at 976 (b1g) and
986cm–1 (b2u). The interactioneffect is less pronounced
in the specieswith two imino D atoms,wherethe calcu-
lated modes dominated by the in-plane N-D wagging
motions oscillate at 818 (b1g) and 825cm–1 (b2u), rather
similar to the predicted frequency of 805cm–1 for the D

species of the porphin anion. Apparently, the barrier is
not only consistent with the kinetic dataof the hydrogen
transfermotion but also gives a reasonable estimatefor
its vibrational fundamentalfrequency.

The individual rearrangement-energy distribution,
Eq.(14), that measures the system-bath interaction
strength as a function of bath-mode frequency, has its
peak at xp/2pc0=30.4cm–1, which is relatively low and
hence indicatesa predominanteffect of lattice phononsof
the condensedenvironment. As given by the overall rear-
rangement energy DVR/hc0=46.9cm–1 for each of the
four subsets of bath modes distinguishedin Sect. 2.3, the
total interaction strengthappearsto be sufficiently small
to justify the perturbationapproachapplied.

Even if the parameters DVa and DEc are linked to the
particular schemeof localization given in Sect. 2.2, rather
thandirectly representingphysicalquantities, they contain
physical information. Within a given tunneling quartet,
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Fig. 4
Temperaturedependenceof the hydrogentransferrelaxationratecon-
stant in the porphin anion. Squares,circles, and triangles indicate
experimentaldata from Ref. [16] for H, D, and T species,respec-
tively. The lines show the resultscalculatedfor a one-dimensional
model

Table2
Parametersof a one-dimensionalmodel for hydrogentransferin the
porphinanion

Parameter Units Value

B/hc0 cm–1 5220.7(30)a)
xp/2pc0 cm–1 30.4 (18)
DVR/hc0 cm–1 46.9 (26)
DVa/hc0 cm-1 24.6 (11)
DEc/h MHz 105 (28)

a) Numbersin parenthesesgive standarddeviationsin units of last
digit.



the localization is only marginal if the level separations
are much larger than the upper threshold DVa/hc0=
24.6cm–1 (737GHz) but it becomesthe more significant
the smaller the absolute splittings are relative to this
threshold. The localization is practically completeif the
splittings are much smaller than the lower threshold,
DEc=105MHz. Localization properties based on these
parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2. By considering the
splittings listed in Table1, significant localization is
found only for the statesassociated with vibrationalquan-
tum numbersup to v =3 for the H species,up to v =6 for
the D species, and up to v =8 for the T species, while
higherenergy statesof the respectivespeciesremaindelo-
calized. Similarly, the localization is found to be (almost)
completefor the four v =0 states of the H species, for the
states associatedwith v =0, 1, and 2 in the caseof the D
species,and for thoseassociatedwith v =0, 1, 2, 3, and4
for the T species.

A considerable sensitivity of the resultsto the extentof
localization of the basis functions was found in prelimin-
ary calculations.Imposing the restrictionDEc=DVa led to
a standard deviation r(ln k)=0.16 with fitted parameters
(in cm–1) B/hc0=5130,xp/2pc0=40, DVR/hc0=7.7, DVa/
hc0=2.0. The corresponding ln k vs. 1/T diagram for the
H speciesexhibiteda significantly exaggerated curvature,
and this featurepersisted many tentativemodifications of
the model. The modifications included a second term
B'sin24} in the potential energy function with the addi-
tional parameter B', a non-circular path of motion de-
scribedby r(})= re+Dr cos22} with the new parameter Dr,
a second peakin the individual rearrangement-energy dis-
tribution with additional parameters,and the extension to
rearrangement-energy distributions differing for the cou-
pling factorscos2} and/or sin2} from that for cos} and
sin}. Al l of thesemodifications, and all of the extensions
to two-dimensional models discussed in the following
section, failed to reducethe exaggerated curvaturein lnk
vs. 1/T for the H species, as long as the restriction
DEc=DVa was maintained. We are thereforequite con-
vinced that the two independent parameters DVa andDEc

describe, althoughin a heuristicmanner, physically rele-
vant localization properties.

The activation of the hydrogentransferis related to the
population of excited states with increasingtemperature
[32]. It depends on the growth of the tunnel splittings in
absolute value upon progressive excitation (see Table1)
and thereforebehavesdifferently in the H, D, and T spe-
cies.The fit of the databy the one-dimensionalmodel im-
plies that in the experimentaltemperaturerangethe hy-
drogen transferappears as ‘self promoting’, which means
that thereis virtually no promotion of the transfer by any
modeotherthanthe hydrogen-atomvibration in the trans-
fer direction itself.

3. Strong Coupling with Indiv idual Vibrations

While the fit of a one-dimensionalmodel to the experi-
mental datahasbeensuccessful, this outcomemay not in

itself be sufficient to prove the absenceof major interac-
tions betweenthe hydrogen transfermotion and indivi-
dual modesof the ring framework. In order to study this
question, and the possibility of promotion by a mode
other than the N-H wagging, we investigatethe effectsof
such interactions even if they may be hypothetical. The
calculated interactioneffects for nine differentmodels are
shown in Table3.

3.1 Common Properties and Procedures

In free baseporphin, framework modesclusteraround
1600 and 960cm–1 in the mid-infraredfrequency range,
andnearor below 300cm–1 [37]. We thereforeconsidera
number of modes at or near thesefrequencies,incorpo-
rated,one at a time, in a two-dimensionalsystemHamil-
tonian

Hyq � ÿ h2

8p2mr2e

q2

qy2
ÿ h2

8p2

q2

qq2
� V�y; q� �24�

wherethe potential energy function V(},q) is given as in
Eq.(9). We retain the parametersasobtained for the one-
dimensional model and makean assumption on the indi-
vidual rearrangement energy of the q mode,Eq.(10). The
direct calculation [33] of the energy levels Ei and wave-
functions w0

i (},q) is easyto apply if the frequency xq is
similar to or higher than that of the N-H waggingmode
but is renderedawkward by the sheernumber of states
needed if the framework modeis at low frequency. In this
case,however, an adiabatic approximation is adequate.

As in the one-dimensionalmodel, the representation of
H}q in a localizedbasis{wl(},q)} obtained by the proce-
dure of Sect.2.2 leadsto a decomposition into diagonal
and off-diagonal partsgiven by Eqs.(7) and (8), respec-
tively. In the total Hamiltonian, obtained from Eq.(11)
after changingthe subscript } to }q, the environment part
is again decomposedas in Eq.(12). The interaction part
H}qQ is assumedto be the sameas in Eq. (13), exceptfor
a fifth term, fq∑i fc,iQc, i, that is added in the caseof the
direct calculation for a framework mode q at or above
960cm–1. The q modemay be coupledby sucha term to
the bathmodesof its own symmetry speciesc andis then
allowed to relax independently of the transfer motion.
The force constants fc,i are again related to the com-
mon distribution of individual rearrangement energies
(Eq.(14)). The coordinatevalueqtp at the turning point in
the groundstate of the q vibration anda factor a areused
to define the systeminteractionfactorasfq=aq/qtp. How-
ever, as the results havebeenfound to be ratherinsensi-
tive to the extra term for 0≤a≤2, we choosea=1. The
calculations leading to the transition probabilities and to
the rate constants remain the same as those described
abovein Sect. 2.4. Exceptionsare the expressionsfor the
transition probabilities obtained from the adiabatic ap-
proximation for the low-frequencymodesin models 3, 6,
and9 asdescribed below.
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3.2 Modes Coupled by sin2}

Taking the simpler casesfirst, as outlined in Fig. 3, we
choosea coordinate q that is coupledto the transfermo-
tion by the factor f(})=sin2}. Porphin modesof this type
are, for instance,m10 at 1611, m12 at 1353, m8 at 971, m15

at 956, andm18 at 157cm–1 [37]. We will assume the fre-
quencies 1600,960, and 157cm–1 in models1, 2, and 3,
respectively. On the potential energy surface given by
Eq.(9), the profile along the minimum energy path has
the same shapeas in the one-dimensionalmodel but ex-
tendsfrom –DVRq at the minima to B at the saddlepoints,
resulting in a higher barrier, B+DVRq. In order to recover
the original barrier height, we add the term DVRqsin22}.
With DVRq relatedby Eq.(10) to the coupling force con-
stantfq and the frequency xq we obtain the potential sur-
facewhich is usedin models1–3 andshownin Fig. 3a,

V�y; q� � B cos2 2y� �x2
q=2��q� sin 2yfq=x

2
q�2 : �25�

An adiabatic approximation is used for model 3 that
includes the mode at 157cm–1. The basis functions are
productswl(})vlm(q). Thefactorswl(}) of thetransfersub-
system H} areobtainedasdescribed in Sect.2.2 with ele-
mentsEl andDHl'l givenby Eqs.(7) and(8), respectively,
and with system-bath coupling elements calculated as
fl0l � hl0jf�y�jli for all four coupling factors.The vibra-
tional factors vlm(q) areharmonic oscillatoreigenfunctions
associated with the energy levels Ev. They depend on l
asa parameter, vlm(q)=vm(q–q0l), by a shift in origin,

q0l � ÿ�sin 2y�ll fq=x2
q ; �26�

as may be expected for localized wavefunctions on the
potential energy surface shown in Fig. 3a. Since the
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Table3
Couplingeffectsof individual vibrationson hydrogentransferin the porphinanion

Modela) f(}) mq/c0

[cm–1]
DVRq/hc0

[cm–1]

T/K

158 181 215 238 273 307

1 sin2} 1600 200 DlnkH
b) –0.31 –0.23 –0.17 –0.14

DlnkD –0.12 –0.05 –0.01
DlnkT 0.02 0.05

2 sin2} 960 100 DlnkH –0.31 –0.22 –0.13 –0.05
DlnkD –0.14 –0.06 –0.02
DlnkT 0.34 0.48

3c) sin2} 157 10 DlnkH –0.33 –0.36 –0.37 –0.36
DlnkD –0.25 –0.26 –0.25
DlnkT –0.20 –0.19

4 cos2} 1600 200 DlnkH –0.02 –0.02 0.02 0.06
DlnkD 0.14 0.36 0.21
DlnkT 0.27 0.34

5 cos2} 1050 200 DlnkH –0.66 –0.84 –0.71 –0.52
DlnkD 0.19 0.25 0.36
DlnkT 0.82 0.91

6c) cos2} 109 200 DlnkH –0.70 –0.81 –0.80 –0.75
DlnkD –1.00 –0.92 –0.81
DlnkT –0.83 –0.73

7 sin} 1600 140 DlnkH –0.14 –0.15 –0.10 –0.06
DlnkD 0.04 0.00 0.02
DlnkT 0.03 0.03

8 sin} 960 140 DlnkH –0.35 –0.42 –0.39 –0.28
DlnkD –0.01 0.06 0.08
DlnkT 0.20 0.24

9d) 340 70 DlnkH –0.45 –0.45 –0.46 –0.45
DlnkD –0.38 –0.42 –0.41
DlnkT –0.38 –0.37

a) q is the coordinateof a harmonicmodeat frequencyxq=2pmq, coupledto the transfercoordinate} by the termf(}) xq (2DVRq)
1/2q.

b) lnk is the naturallogarithmof the hydrogentransferrelaxationrateconstant,Dlnk is the changerelativethe one-dimensionalmodelvalue,
ascalculatedfor H, D andT species.
c) Resultsfrom adiabaticapproximation.
d) Resultsfrom adiabaticapproximationfor two degeneratevibrationsqc andqs with couplingterm(cos} qc+sin} qs) xq (2DVRq)

1/2.



(Dm=0, Dl=0) transitions areprobably very fast and the
(Dm=0, Dl=0) transition negligibly slow [32], we as-
sume thermal equilibrium for the q mode and calculate
the average probabilities of (Dm=0, Dl=0) transitions.
With respectto the product state basis {wlvlm} we re-
place, for instance, the element DHl0l � hl0jDHjli in
Eq.(16) by hvl0mjhl0jDHjlijvlmi, multiply the squaredele-
ment by the Boltzmann population p0

m of the vibrational
level Em, sumover m andfind

W tun
l0l / �DHl0l�2

X
m

p0
mhvl0mjvlmi2 : �27�

Using a numerical representationof the harmonic oscilla-
tor wavefunctions on a grid, we calculatethe overlapinte-
grals hvl0mjvlmi of functions with different centers,
Eq.(26), to evaluate the sum in Eq. (27). The sum repre-
sentsthe meansquarevibrationaloverlap.It appearsas a
factor also in the analogous expressionfor Wvib

l'l and for
the total transition probability Wl'l.

Model 1. The q modeat 1600 cm–1, coupled to the trans-
fer motion with a strengthgiven by the rearrangementen-
ergy 200cm–1, causes in the H species a slow-down of
the transfer that levels off with increasing temperature
(seeTable3). The effect may be attributedto the fact that
q mustchange upon going from one minimum to another
(seeFig. 3). This implies a heaviereffective massbeing
transferred and henceresults in a slower tunneling mo-
tion. In a vibrationally excited state of the q mode, a
wider rangeof q valuesis accessibleand in part of this
rangethe hydrogenmay tunnelwithout furtherq displace-
ment, that is, with its own lighter mass.In the excited
stateof the q mode,the tunnel interactionis thereforeen-
hanced and its thermal population may thus explain the
moderation of the slow-down at higher temperature. A
similar slow-down obtained for the D speciesis smaller,
on a relativescale,becauseof a smaller relativechange in
effective mass.A slight promotion of the transfer, increas-
ing with temperature,is found in the T species asa result
of thermally accessible states with larger tunnel interac-
tions that are not available without the coupling to the q
mode.

Model 2. When lowering the q-mode frequency to
960cm–1 and, simultaneously, the rearrangement energy
to 100cm–1, the behavior of the H andD speciesremains
practically the sameas in model 1. However, the promo-
tion in the T species is markedly enhanced, due to facili-
tated population of the lower lying excited vibrational
states of the q mode. The tunnel interactions in these
states are enhancedrelative to those in excitedN-T wag-
ging statesand allow the q modeto competewith the N-
T wagging modein promoting the transfer.

Model 3. With a frequency as low as157cm–1, a rearran-
gement energy of 10cm–1 is sufficient to producea simi-
lar slow-down at 158K in the H species as in models1

and 2. Here the effect changeslittl e with temperatureand
with isotopic mass,indicating a predominant increasein
effective mass (or a reducedvibrational overlap) in all
threespecies. Due to the low frequency, excitation of the
q mode is expectedto activate the transfer processonly
below the experimental temperaturerange.

3.3 Modes Coupled by cos2}

Examples for porphin ring framework modescoupled
to the transfermotion by the factor f(})=cos2} arem19 at
1600, m28 at 1493, m22 at 976, and m35 at 109cm–1 [37].
In our models4–6, we adoptthe frequencies1600,1050,
and 109cm

–1

, and a common rearrangement energy of
200cm–1. Again a potential energy function as given by
Eq.(25) after replacingsin2} by cos2} is usedfor models
4–6 andshownin Fig. 3b,

V�y; q� � B cos2 2y� �x2
q=2��q� cos 2yfq=x

2
q�2 : �28�

On this surface, the saddlepoints are of the same height
B as in the one-dimensional model but can be reached
only whendisplacingthe q coordinate.

The adiabatic approximation usedin the caseof model
6 with the modeat 109cm–1 differs from that of the pre-
vious section,since here the shifts of the wavefunctions
alongq arezeroby symmetry (seeFig. 3b) while the tun-
nel interactionsarestrongly dependenton q. Treatingthis
variableasa parameter in the}-dependentpart of the Ha-
miltonian, Eq. (24), we calculate the energy levels as
functions Ei (q) and find negligible dependence on q if
compared with the oscillator potential function (x2

q /2)q2,
but the relative changein the splittings within a narrowly
spacedquartet is large. The statesare orderedby corre-
spondence of wavefunctions w0

i . Then the two functions
E±(q) that correspond to degenerate levels at q=0 are
related by E+(q)=E–(–q). In the product basis{wlvm}, the
transfer-system factors wl=∑iw

0
i Uil are constructed, as

described in Sect.2.2, from the solutionsEi , w
0
i obtained

for q=0. The transformation is then appliedto the diago-
nal matrix containing the q-dependentenergy levelsEi(q)
and yields q-dependent matrix elements El(q) and
DHl'l(q) as successors to those in Eqs.(7) and (8), re-
spectively. The vibrational factors vm(q) are again repre-
sented numerically on a grid in order to calculate the ele-
mentshmjEl�q�jmi that arealmostindependent of m. As in
Sect.3.2, we assume thermalequilibrium of the q mode
and calculate the average probabilities of the (Dm=0,
Dl=0) transitions.The tunnelingcontribution

W tun
l0l /

X
m

p0
mhmjDHl0l�q�jmi2 : �29�

is now proportional to a temperature-dependent mean
squaretunnel interaction, whereas the vibrational contri-
bution remainsasgiven by Eq.(17).
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Model 4. The interactioneffectsshown in Table3 for this
model, with a q mode at 1600cm–1, indicatea marginal
slow-down of the transferin the H species at the lower
two temperatures.This may beattributedto thehigherbar-
rier in thegroundstate of theq modethatrestrictsthecon-
figurations to the vicinity of q=0 (seeFig. 3b). Excitation
of theq modeallowsthesystemto movecloser to thesad-
dle pointsandmay explainthe weakaccelerationobtained
at the two highertemperatures.In theD andT species,the
lattereffect is stronger, on a relativescale, anddominant.

Model 5. This model mimics the behavior of the b1g

modesm22 and dNH in porphin whose crossing upon deu-
terationhasbeeninvestigatedin Ref. [37]. We assume the
q-mode frequency at 1050cm–1, near the uncoupled in-
planeN-H waggingfundamental at1113 cm-1 (seeTable1).
The direct calculation of the states Ei, w

0
i (}, q) yields the

shifted fundamentalsat 970 and1204 cm–1 for the H spe-
cies and at 1077 and 784cm–1 for the D species. From
the similarity of this pattern to that for m22 and dNH in
porphin the coupling strength given by DVRq=200cm–1

appears to be realistic. The considerable slow-down ob-
tainedwith this model for the hydrogentransfer in the H
species (seeTable3) is explainedby the sharingof the
300MHz splitting in the uncoupled first excitedstate(see
Table1) amongthe two first excitedstates in the coupled
system.As the splitting of the stateat 970cm–1 is close
to 100MHz and that of the state at 1204 cm–1 close to
200MHz, the sum of the tunneling contributions Wtun

l'l

turnsout to be smaller than the valueobtained in the one-
dimensional model. A simpler explanation of the slow-
down may be given by considering the effective reduced
massof the transfermotion. Since the potential minima
are tilted towards the nearest saddlepoints (seeFig. 3b),
the transferrequiresa cooperative q displacement nearthe
minima, leading to an increase in the effective reduced
massto which the light H speciesis the most sensitive. In
the D and T species,however, the relative increase in re-
duced massis smallerand the enhancement of the tunnel
interactionsin excitedq-mode states is sufficient to pro-
motethe transfer.

Model 6. Lowering the frequencyof the coupledq mode
to 109cm–1 leadsto an increasein effective reduced mass
that is significant in all three species and thereforeto a
slow-down of hydrogentransferthat is only weakly de-
pendent of isotopic mass. As in model 3, the capacity of
the low frequency modeto activatethe transferappearsto
be exhausted at the experimentaltemperatures.

3.4 Modes Coupled by sin} and cos}

The ring framework modesof the typesb2u and b3u in
porphin [37] involve kite-shapeddeformations of the ar-
rangement of the four nitrogens. They occur in pairs(a,b)
that are only slightly split in most cases.Examples are
m37a,b at 1608, 1589, m41a,b at 1352, 1370, m47a,b at 949,
964, m49a,b at 345, 314, and m50a,b at 353, 353cm–1. In

the limit of D4h symmetry the pairs are degenerateand
can then be related to two orthogonal trapezoidal defor-
mations (seeFig. 3c) coupled to the transfermotion by
the factors f(})=sin} and f(})=cos}, respectively. We
consider single modesat 1600 and at 960cm–1 coupled
by sin} in models7 and 8, respectively, whereas we use
an adiabatic approximation for a degeneratepair of modes
at 340cm–1 in model 9 that contains a coordinateqs

coupled by sin} and a coordinate qc coupled by cos}.
The potential energy function, assumed as given by
Eq.(9) and shown in Fig. 3c for the two-dimensional
model, implies shifts in the (},q) plane anda lowering of
the minima to a common depth from which the heightsof
the adjacent saddlepoints are measured to be approxi-
mately B+2–1/2DVRq and B–DVRq(1–2–1/2). The potential
energy function for model 9 is obtained by extending
Eq.(9) to include the terms for both qs andqc.

From the results for models 3 and 6 we expect at low
vibrational frequencya predominant effect by the q shifts
that must occur when going from one minimum to the
next. We thereforechoosea simplified adiabaticapproxi-
mation similar to that in Sect. 3.2. We usea productbasis
{wl(})vlms(qs)vlmc(qc)} wherefactorswl(}) of the transfer
systemrefer to qs=qc=0 and areobtained as in the one-
dimensional model. The factors vlm(q=vm(q–q0l) are the
harmonic oscillator functions centered at q0l �
ÿhljfjlifq=x2

q with f=sin} for q=qs and f=cos} for
q=qc. In closeanalogy to Sect. 3.2, the tunneling contri-
bution to a transition probability,

W tun
l0l / �DHl0l�2�

X
ms

p0
mshvl0msjvlmsi2��

X
mc

p0
mchvl0mcjvlmci2� ;

�30�
is found to involve the product of the two mean square
vibrational overlapfactors.The sameis true for the vibra-
tional contribution.

Models 7–9. The behavior of the couplingeffects is simi-
lar to that obtained from the models 1–3 (see Table3)
and may be explained similarly. The coupling of the
transfer motion to a mode at 1600, 960, or 340cm–1

results in a slow-down of transfer in the H species that
levels off with increasing temperatureexceptfor the case
of the low-frequency mode. The slow-down may be at-
tributed to the larger effective massbeing transferred. For
the low-frequency modeat 340cm–1, this masseffect pre-
vails with about equal efficiency in all threespecies and
is practically constant in the experimental temperature
range.For the 1600 and 960cm–1 modesand the heavier
D and T speciesthe masseffect is less efficient and/or
compensatedby thermalactivationthroughthe new chan-
nelsof transfermade available by the coupling.

3.5 Compatibility with Observation

The vibrational interaction effects collected in Table3
are generally different for the three isotopic speciesand
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contradict the observed kinetic isotope effects if the q-
mode frequency is near or above 960cm–1. In some
cases,they also depend strongly on the temperatureand
therefore disagree with the observed slopesin the Arrhe-
nius diagram.The largestdiscrepanciesare found for the
models 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8, which involve vibrations at
960cm–1 or at a higher frequency. Hence thesemodels
appear to be unrealistic and should therefore be rejected.
This includes model 5 that mimics the behavior of the
modesm22 anddNH in porphin [37]. In the porphinanion,
sucha behavior contradictsthe observations and is there-
fore unlikely to exist.

Coupling with a low frequency mode as in models3,
6, and9 leadsto a slow-down that is similar for the three
isotopic species and only weakly dependent on tempera-
ture. Such couplings could be compatible with experi-
ment, provided that the slow-down effects are compen-
satedby a suitablereduction of the barrier. Oneparticular
interaction,suggestedby the quantum chemical resultsre-
ported by Vangberg and Ghosh [38], involvesa dominant
rectangular displacementof the pyrrole rings, as in model
6 which involves a mode at 109cm–1 (m35 in porphin
[37]). Using this type of model and its treatment in the
adiabatic approximation (see Sect.3.3), we have com-
bineda large coupling with a reducedbarriernearthe pre-
dictedone [38] in a successful attempt to fit the tempera-
ture-dependentrate constants.The results are shown in
Fig. 5. Although the standard deviation r(ln k)=0.19 is
somewhat larger than for the one-dimensional model, the

predicted type of coupling [38] appears to be compatible
with experiment.The model parameters are collected in
Table4. The barrier, i.e. the saddlepoint energy relative
to the minima (seeFig. 3b for the qualitativebehavior), is
found at 4234cm–1 (12.1kcal/mol), closeto the quantum
chemical valueof 11.8kcal/mol [38]. The individual rear-
rangement energy DVRq found at 1475cm–1 (4.2kcal/
mol) is much larger than the value of 200cm–1 assumed
for model 6 (seeTable3), and it indicatesa very strong
coupling. At q=0 this yields a barrierof 5709 cm–1 anda
frequency of 1168cm–1 for the H vibration in the transfer
direction. The remainingparameters are similar to those
of the one-dimensional model except for a considerably
smaller DVa value which suggestseasierdelocalization of
the highly excitedstatesof the transfermode.

4. Summary and Conclusion

Using the masterequation approach for the populations
of localized quantum states of the transfer system,we
haveshownthat the observedhydrogentransfer ratecon-
stantsfor the porphin anion can be reproduced by a one-
dimensionalmodel that describes a circular motion of the
hydrogen atom in the plane of the porphin ring system.
The model involves five parameters that are common to
the H, D, andT isotopic species.The barrier of a fourfold
symmetric potentialenergy function is obtained and pre-
dicts the in-planeN-H wagging modein the expectedfre-
quencyregion. Two parameters describethe system-bath
interaction in a simplified picture. They indicate a cou-
pling that is most pronounced for low-frequency modes
of the heatbath and that is moderate in overall strength.
The remaining two parametersare related to the extentof
localizationof the basisstates,a property found to be im-
portant when restrictingthe masterequationto the popu-
lations. Not involving any promotion by a ring-frame-
work mode, the model describes the systemas ‘self pro-
moting’ by direct excitation of the vibration of the hydro-
genatom in the transferdirection.

Interaction effects of a variety of individual modesof
the ring framework have beencalculated anddiscussed in
qualitative terms, invoking relative increasesin effective
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Fig. 5
Temperaturedependenceof the hydrogentransferrelaxationratecon-
stant in the porphin anion. Squares,circles, and triangles indicate
experimentaldata from Ref. [16] for H, D, and T species,respec-
tively. The bold lines show the resultscalculatedfor a two-dimen-
sional model involving a strong interactionwith a rectangulardis-
placementof the pyrrole rings, as suggestedby the quantumchemi-
cal results of Ref. [38]. The thin lines show the one-dimensional
modelresults

Table4
Parametersof a two-dimensionalmodel for hydrogentransferin the
porphinanion

Parameter Units Value

B/hc0 cm–1 4233.8(53)a)
xq/2pc0 cm–1 109.0b)
DVRq/hc0 cm–1 1475(30)
xp/2pc0 cm–1 21.3 (22)
DVR/hc0 cm-1 49.8 (19)
DVa/hc0 cm–1 9.21 (86)
DEc/h MHz 105.5(60)

a) Numbersin parenthesesgive standarddeviationsin units of last
digit.
b) Fixed.



reduced massand promotion by a framework mode. The
interactionshave beenfound to yield apparent activation
energies and/orkinetic isotope effects that are incompati-
ble with experiment unlessthe mode involved oscillates
at low frequency. In particular, a behavior resembling that
of the modesm22 anddNH in porphin[37] is found to dis-
agreewith observations for the porphinanion. An interac-
tion of the transfermotion with a rectangular displace-
ment of the pyrrole rings, recentlypredicted from quan-
tum chemistry [38], has been included in a two-dimen-
sional model fitted to be experimental data. This model
has been found to the compatible with the observations
when assuming a low vibrational frequency, a lower bar-
rier than in the one-dimensionalsystem,and a massive
coupling strength.

Since the observed data can be reproduced by either
one of the two intrinsically different models, a serious
gap in the presently available experimental information
hasbecome evident.In the two-dimensional model, com-
plementary propertiesobtainedfrom quantum chemistry
areable to bridge this gap, but remainin needof experi-
mental confirmation. When accepting the two-dimensional
model as the more realistic one, the one-dimensional
model must be considered as describingthe transfer mo-
tion in the average over the many states of the strongly
coupled vibration. The ‘effective’ one-dimensional model
is still able to reproducethe observedkinetic isotopeef-
fectsandcorrectly interpretsthe observed apparentactiva-
tion energiesasdueto self promotion of the transfer.

Appendix

To calculatethe transitionprobabilities,we extendthe approachof
Ref. [32] to a heatbath consistingof four parts that are coupledto
the systemby different factorsf(}), as introducedin Sect.2.3. We
considerthe “active bath displacements”,rc=∑i fc,i Qc,i, rs=∑i fs,i Qs,i

etc.andassumeequalpowerspectraldensityfunctionsfor eachpart,

Jrr�x� � q�x�f �x�2 h=2p

x�exp fhx=2pkBTg ÿ 1� ; �A1�

as given by the model function in Eq.(14). The frequencyrangeof
Jrr(x) includesthe negativevalues.In the numericalrepresentation,
the function is truncatedat jxj=2pc0 =4096cm–1 and sampledat
steps of 4 cm–1. All of the following operationsare carried out
numerically. The correlationfunction correspondingto Jrr(x) is ob-
tainedby Fouriertransformation,

Crr�t� � �2p�ÿ1

Z1
ÿ1

dx eixtJrr�x� : �A2�

Fourier transformation of the power spectral density function
Jss(x)=x–2Jrr(x) yields the correlationfunction of the “active bath
momentum”[32],

Css�t� � �2p�ÿ1

Z1
ÿ1

dx eixtxÿ2Jrr�x� ; �A3�

that is usedto accountfor bathoscillatorshifts inducedby the trans-
fer motion.

The probability of a l'/l transition consistsof a “tunneling”
contributiondue to the interactionelementDHl'l and “vibrational”
contributionsdue to the elementsfl'l=hl0jf�y�jli of the various
couplingfactors.It dependson the transitionfrequency

xl0l � �2p=h��E0l0 ÿ E0l� �A4�

obtainedfrom energy levels correctedby the rearrangementeffects
[32],

E0k �Ek ÿ DVRf��cos y�kk�2 � ��sin y�kk�2� � ��cos 2y�kk�2

� ��sin 2y�kk�2g ; �A5�

and is also sensitiveto the squareddistanceof the two statesin f
space,in the presentcasegiven by

d2
l0l ���cos y�l0l0 ÿ �cos y�ll�2 � ��cos 2y�l0l0 ÿ �cos 2y�ll�2

� ��sin y�l0l0 ÿ �sin y�ll�2 � ��sin 2y�l0l0 ÿ �sin 2y�ll�2: �A6�

The tunnelingcontributionis derivedfrom the correlationfunction

Ctun
l0l �t� � expfd2

l0l�2p=h�2�Css�t� ÿ Css�0��g �A7�

and is proportionalto its Fourier transformJtun
l'l(x) sampledat the

transition frequencyx=xl'l. As the function Jtun
l'l(x) diverges at

x=0 we assumethat transitionfrequenciesmay be arbitrarily small
in magnitudebut not exactly zero as a result of sufficiently long-
lived perturbationsexpectedto be presentin condensedphase.Mul-
tiplication by the squareof the tunnel interaction,expressedin angu-
lar frequencyunits, thenyields the tunnelingprobability

W tun
l0l � �DHl0l2p=h�2J tun

l0l �xl0l� : �A8�

Similarly the vibrational contributions arise from the correlation
function

Cvib
l0l�t� � Crr�t�Ctun

l0l �t� �A9�

and are given by the respectivepower spectraldensity Jvib
l'l(xl'l),

multiplied by the sumof couplingfactors[fl'l2p/h]2,

Wvib
l0l �f��cos y�l0l�2 � ��sin y�l0l�2 � ��cos 2y�l0l�2

� ��sin 2y�l0l�2g�2p=h�2Jvib
l0l�xl0l� : �A10�

The resultsof Eqs.(A8) and(A10) yield the total transitionprobabil-
ity in Eq.(18).
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